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Ky3bMHH B.A., ConoBbeB B.r. E4-87-831 · 
BnHHHHe B3aHMOgeHCTBHH B KaHane ttaCTH~a-qaCTH~a 
Ha raMoB-TennepoBCKHH {3+-pacnag B c¢epntteCKHX Hgpax 

B npn6nn~eHHH xaOTHtieCKHX ¢a3 C ytteTOM OCTaTOtIHblX cena
pa6enbHblX B3aHMOgeHCTBHH B KaHanax ttaCTH~a-qacTH~a H ttaCTH" 
~a-gbipKa BbNH.cneHbl ft-BenHtIHHbl raMOB-TennepOBCKHX f:j+ -pac
nagoB Hgep 15_2 Yb, 150 Er, 148• 146 Dy H 96 Pd. IlpH ¢HKCHpoBaH
HOM OTHOmeHHH KOHCTaHT qacTHtIHO-tiaCTHtIHoro H ttaCTHtIHO-ghl
pOtIHoro B3aHMOAeHCTBHH nonytteHO cornacHe C 3KCnepHMeHTanb
HO onpegeneHHbIMH 3HatteHHHMH ft AnH IGA/Gvl = 1. IloKa9aHo, 

... ,,. tITO H9 pactteTOB BepOHTHOCTeit f', -pacnagoB Hgep, yganeHHblX 
OT nonOCbl CTa6HnbHOCTH, Henb3H cgenaTb BblBOA O BenHtIHHe 
nepeHopMHPOBKH aKCHanbHO-BeKTOpHOH KOHCTaHThl GA cna6oro 

."" B3aHMOgeHCTBHH. 

Pa6oTa BblilOnHeHa B J1a6opaTOPHH TeopeTHtieCKOH ¢H9HKH 
mum. 

IlpenpHHT 061,e.nHHeHHoro HHCTHTyTa .11,nepnb1x HCCJie,nosaneii. ,ny6Ha, 1987 

Kuzmin V.A., Soloviev V.G. E4-87-831 
Effect of the Particle-Particle Interaction 
on the Gamow-Teller 13+ -Decay in Spherical Nuclei 

In RPA approximation, taking account of residual se
parable interactions in the particle-hole and particle- . 
particle ~hannelst ft-values for the Gamow-Teller /3+-de
cays of 162 Yb, 1 0 Er, 148,146 Dy and 96 Pd are calculated. 
At a fixed constant ratio of the particle-particle and 
particle-hole interaction agreement with experimentally 
determined ft-values for I GA/Gvl = 1 is obtained. It is 
shown that from the calculations of probabilities of 13 -de
cays of nuclei far from stability one cannot conclude on 
the renormalisation of the axial-vector constant GA of the 
weak interaction. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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Advances in describing some characteristics of collective low
lying states within the interacting boson model/l/, that·takes 'into ac

count particle-particle interactions, entailed studies of the role of 
particle-particle interactions. Taking interactions in the particle-

' ' 

hole and particle-particle channels into account simultaneously allows 
one to fit the description of the two-neutrino double B-decay with the 
experiment/Z/. This letter is devoted to the description of the Gamow
Teller B+-decay of even spherical nuclei in the RPA taking into acco
unt interactions between quasiparticles in the particle-particle and 

particle-hole channels. 
The QPNM Hamiltonian/ 3/ contains particle-hole and particle-par

ticle interactions between quasiparticles. From the general formulae 
of the model one can easily derive equations for the energies and wave 

functions of the Gamow-Teller 1+ states in the RPA with patticle-par
ticle and particle-hole charge-exchange interactions with the constants 

no1 01 . . 
t::,

1 
and .e1 , respectively. The creation operator of the charge-ex-

change phonon is written in the form . 
Q; =£. f 7/1:)n A&p/,;JO) + fjj llfjp/11 :IOJ}, 

Jp.Jn 
where 

/J tjp)n;iO) = L, </p!Tlp jnmn / JO) l femp di:mn 
mp.mn 

+ . . 
Here dJjm is the quasiparticle creation operator, /pmp (jn'!Jn) are quan-
tum numbers of proton (neutron) single-particle states, ( = 1, 2, 3, •.• 
is the root number of the relevant secular equation. 

The matrix element of the B+-decay of the ground state of the dou

bly even nucleus with the wave function l!'0 into the+one-phonon l+state 
of the doubly odd nucleus with the wave function Qi YJ0 is 



( ll-( Qi 1-!; 4-!,) = [ < in I frJ fp> ( 7/li '~ 'f ujn + t!;n liip 7fn) 
' , jp fn iPill 'P I' u 1 

(• ' 

where </nf r, ~Jp) is the single-particle Gamow-Teller matrix element, 

'11,j and VJ are the coefficients of the Bogolubov canonical transfor
mation. The inclusion of the particle-particle interaction along~ide 

with the particle-hole interaction leads to the increas~ of ~j/ofor 

the lowest states. Since the signs of the functions ?pj;;,and ~;111are 
opposite_, th_e in.crease. in the absolute value of the particle-particle 

' ., ' ' . ' ,, : ' . . + : ,' ' . 
interaftion c_onstant leads to the suppression o.f the fl transition ~ro-
babili ties. 

· The· re~~-lts of calculations of log {i for the fl+ transitions' to 
' . ' + . " - . - ' -

the lowest 1 states of neutron-deficit nuclei calculated in the RPA 
,, ' ! . ._,· ,-

and the relevant experimental sum values of log ft, defined as 
' , ~ -~/· ~ 1 -i. . 
• 1 • • (H)·=L,(H)I< · 

of refs/5- 9( a:re shown in
1
\he table. The 'same si~gle-.particl~ ener

gies and wave f~n~tions of the Sax~n-Wood~ pot~n-tial and the pairing 
constants were used in the calculations as in .ref.f 4/·. Th'e ;al~e of 

,~:'·AI i's· L 5 times ~.s' la;z-g~ as _the valu~, used ,in ·;ef J 4/ when s tu
dying nuclei of the s,tability zone. The constants of the particle-par
ticle. _interaction @t=--0,2 'Jer were used in the calculations. With incre
asing constant one can suppress twice the strength of fl-transitions 

to the l~;w-lying states without violating the applicability conditions 
for the RPA. 

~ 
Table. Values of. log.ft for fl+-transitions from o+ to-1+ states 

, , ., g.s. i 

fl+-transition 

152Yb _ 152Tm 
15OEr _ 15OHo 
148Dy _ 14_8,fb, 

146Dy _ 146Tb 

96Pd - 96Rh 

log ft 
( experimen!J 

,3.4 
3.6 

'3. 9 

3.8 
3.3 

log ft (calculation) 
r.>~ 0.2 DJ. r,,11 0 
l::11-- ~, l::lt"' 

3.5 3.1 
3.5 3.2 
3. 7: 3.4 
3.8 3. 3 . 
3.3 ,3.0 

In more detail we consider the results of calculations of B+
decay in 148oy. In comparison with the independent particle model the 

2 

l 

1 
'J 

I 

inclusion of the particle-ho!~ interaction results in a 2.65 decrease 

of the total fl'!:transition strength. The inclusion of the partic-le-par-
r., ,, 0/ 

ticle interaction gives an.additional twice suppression. At "'I =-a2J~ 
we get ,log ft=3. 9 -that coincides with •the experimental value. With in

creasing @J.
01 

the total fl-transition strength decreases on retention 
of the relevant sum rule. 

We have calculated the matrix elements of the two-neutrino double 

fl:decay for 128 • 13OTe at G,°'=-0.2 ae;1
that are in agreement with ret. 121 

and the experimental value. The necessity of taking into account the 
int~raction in the particle-particle channel to suppress the strength 

of the two-neutrino double ./3-decay is confirmed in ref./lO/, 

In describing fl-decays of nuclei far from stability, the axial
vector constant @A of a we;k interaction is renor~alised. In order to 
obtain an agreement with the experimental ft-values, it has been as~ 

sumed in refs. 15 •61 that/GA/G?vl =0.6-0.8 and in ref.Ill/ that/@A/G'vl= 
= 0.7-1.0. Our calculations are performed withjbA/Gv/= l. The ft-va
lues, that are in agreement with the experiment, have been obtained 

for//;A/gvj =1.25 with increasing G/1 
by 3%. Therefore, one cannot con

clude on the renormalisation of the axial-vector constant (;A of the 
weak interaction from the calculations of fl+-decays of nuclei far from 
stabj,lity. 
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